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1) What social needs would

you like to serve by creating a

Mutual Aid Network?

In the United Kingdom we are under siege from a government determined to continue

with an ideological austerity agenda which is destroying our public services and

focussing on privatisation. The number of workers on zero hours contracts has

increased a fifth in the past year (ONS. 2015) to 744K. The government has also

pledged £12billion in benefit cuts as part of its welfare reform agenda. The huge rise in

use of food bands is associated with spending cuts, benefit sanctions and

unemployment (BMA, 2015) and the UK has become the “first country to face a high-

level inquiry by the United Nation’s committee on the rights of persons with disabilities

due to ‘severe’ and ‘continuous’ violations of rights enshrined in the UN Convention on

the Rights of Persons with Disabilities that have been built into the the governments

welfare reforms” (DPAC, 2015). 

The timebank was born out of austerity, taking an asset based whole community

approach to connecting people and organisations to help themselves. Breaking down

barriers between groups (eg generational, issue based disabilities) and enabling

people excluded from contribution because of financial circumstances or 'issue' to give

and get support. We realise that timebanking alone is not enough on its own and we

want to build a MAN to capture the energy of multiple organisations and communities

to help themselves. Clearly 'needs' here are around poverty, social isolation and

empowering people to have active roles in making their lives better, but we want to

move away from initiatives which can only be accessed by passing a test of 'need' or

'issue' but rather to be about the bigger picture of the whole population being part of a

solution around quality of life where we redefine what work is.

2) Please describe your goals

for becoming a MAN pilot

site.

Creating a MAN in Hull will enable us to further catalyse and join a number of initiatives

and opportunities coming together in the city at the current time. 

The first is the fast growing, active and ‘deep’ timebanking movement in Hull (over 500

with 51 organisations and 10000 hours exchanged since incorporation in 2012. The

second is Hull Coin one which aims to develop a unique product: one which builds a

local currency utilising the benefits of blockchain technology in order to further positive

social outcomes for the citizens of Hull. The opportunity is to build the MAN around the

interface between these ‘currencies’ and other components of the MAN for our City of

Culture Status in 2017. This in itself aims to mobilise a minimum of 4000 ‘volunteers’.

We want to establish a mechanism to capture this energy and enable reciprocal

‘reward’ to create a chain reaction that goes back into communities empowering them

to help themselves. Havingthese multiple exchange options on Wezer would be an

amazing option to offer to the City of Culture team for 2017. 

In addition to this, we want to build a MAN around food production and supply. Our

recent Hull Harvest Feast-ival fed over 500 people 2 dishes in the city centre from

surplus produce donated by growers across the city. This event was intended to

catalyse a food growers and supply network where community growers and

professional growers work together to produce food which is affordable through

contribution (rather than ‘cheap food’).
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3) What are the

demographics/characteristics

of the community you plan to

serve?

Hull has a population of 257,700 (11% Black and Ethnic Minority – 28,700 in 2009 up

from 3.8% in 2001). Hull is the third most deprived local authority in the United

Kingdom increasing from fifth place in 2010 (2015 Indices of Multiple Deprivation), with

the use of food banks doubling since 2013 (Trussell Trust) and many independent food

banks being set up in the period. As a proportion of working age adults, 20.3% are on

benefits (compared to a national figure of 12.5%) with 9.4% of these being on

ESA/Incapacity Benefits. New benefit sanctions for 6 months Oct 14-March 2015 were

4340. At their highest this was 900-1000 new sanctions per month. (A minimum

sanction is 4 weeks without benefits increasing to 3 years.) We are fourth in the

country for income deprivation (25.7% of households) and sixth for employment

deprivation (20.2% households). Income deprivation affecting children is 34% of

households (6th) and older people, 28.4% of households. The Hull 2011-12 Health and

Lifestyle Survey states that 8.5% of residents self-reported poor health, 29.1% of

women reported poor mental health along with 23.4% of men. In 2010-11 for year 6

pupils the prevalence of obesity is the second highest and highest for boys and girls

respectively in the previous 6 years of measurement. 23.4% of the population have

activities limited by a long term illness/disability. Hull’s <75 standardises mortality rate

from coronary heart disease is 44% (58% higher than England for males and females

respectively – 08/09). Hull has higher rate of deaths from lung, breast, colorectal,

stomach, oesophageal, bladder and kidney cancers than national rate (JSNA 2012).

However, Hull is a town in a city. It is possible to make things happen here where it

would be difficult elsewhere and we have the building blocks to build a MAN.

4) What is the geographic

scope of the planned MAN

pilot site (e.g. your block,

town, city, state, watershed,

etc.)?

We want to build a MAN pilot site for the whole city. Our ambition is to create an

infrastructure (another HUB of main MAN) where our MAN's can be created within

smaller geographical areas or around specific issues. One of these is around food

poverty. We want to build a positive and sustainable mechanism which enables us to

become a 'sustainable food city' incorporating the following:

Promoting greater consumption of local produce:

A current gap is a comprehensive supply chain from local producers into Hull. Working

with our local cooperative organic box scheme, to extend their pick up round to source

produce from across the region. 

Hull Food Producer Network:

Collaborating with existing growing groups, will ‘order/commission’ produce for box

scheme. Surplus produce (groups/individuals) donated for box discounts, workshops,

equipment, complimentary currencies. Labour exchange facilitated through TimeBank

including professional growers (with mentoring to develop own growing/food

business/employment. .

Community Food Network:

Including I) practical network meetings eg seed exchange in spring, ii)

coordination/practical support through land army and volunteer opportunities for local

businesses as part of CSR, iii) skill shares and professional workshops, iv) research

into the provision of placements and mentoring for new food growers by local growers

with more experience, v) networks for sharing tools and machinery, vi) facilitation of

agreements made by food growers and landowners such as the council and local

businesses for the purpose of growing food, vii) spoilt produce made available to food

growing projects for composting.

There is a cost to food production (labour, materials, equipment), and that should not

be undercut. If we are to offer 'quality' ingredients we need to offer alternative ways to

'pay' or discount goods. A core part of this model is utilising complimentary currencies

as ways to exchange and working out an exchange mechanism to the process. 



5) Please describe the

overview of your current

initiative(s).

We have a timebank with a fast growing membership which is well connected in the

city with more organisations coming on board. Within this we have special interest

groups including the TimeBank Kitchen, Land Army, DIY team and proposed food

growers network (linked to Hull Harvest Feast-ival). Our organisational members link

us into many growing and cooking projects as well as resources such as space and

skills as well as the skills of our individual members. We are partnering with a local

urban agriculture project called Rooted in Hull, an innovative shipping container farm,

in the centre of Hull based on a ‘mean while use’ of vacant land which won an

international design award for its proposal. 

HullCoin uses the ‘blockchain’ technology pioneered by Bitcoin to support the

exchange of digital credits. Unlike Bitcoin and its many imitators, HullCoin is not linked

in value to national currency and so cannot be used for speculation. HullCoin derives

its value from the assets and resources of Hull people, businesses and organisations.

Its value has no direct link to sterling. Its credibility and stability depend on its take-up

by the people of Hull. Kaini Industries the not for profit company behind Hull Coin will

become a not for profit mutual. Agencies, traders and individuals will become a

member when they open up their profile on the platform. They will also get a wallet

which will hold their Hullcoin. Often traders will trade within a mutual and also outside

of the mutual. That makes the tax position difficult as they need to identify what value is

generated where. This will be recorded automatically within the Kaini mutual because

the currency will be Hullcoin. Hullcoin will become the currency of the mutual and

surplus generated through this currency will be tax free. 

6) What pieces of the MAN

framework will you be adding

and why?

We aspire to use all pieces of the MAN. We have a timebank, we see Hull Coin as part

of the price based mutual credit component, sharing is obviously within this and

creating networks to enable this to happen and and we also have a Credit Union (one

of our team is a director) through which we would facilitate community saving, lending

and investment. 

The Mutual Aid Network is what we need to join all this together. We want to

understand the boundaries and overlap and have a platform where multiple exchange

options are possible and accessible via the Wezer platform.

7) Who are the

collaborators/partners/networks

that you plan to work with in

creating your MAN Pilot Site?

The TimeBank already works with multiple organisations and is well represented on

strategic groups in the city. We will closely with Hull City Council, and other third sector

providers in the city. Close collaborators will be Hull Coin and its 'parent' department

via Hull City Council, the Hull Advice Service. We will also build a partnership with the

Credit Union. Other key organisations we will be testing the MAN with include Rooted

in Hull, Down to Earth and Food 4 Hull. We are also working with a number of

departments in the University of Hull around developing further our research

infrastructure and extending our student placements around ongoing project work

including MAN.

8) What is your proposed

decision-making process?

Sociocracy 3.0. We plan to bring James Priest to Hull to deliver training both to

integrate this process into our timebank and as part of the MAN.

9) What is your proposed

governance structure?

I would propose to mirror the main MAN and have a Board of Elected Directors made

up of key partner organizations with the wider membership participating in setting

policies and decision making using sociocracy to establish needs and drivers. I would

imagine something like the fractal organisation structure we learnt about on the

training. The local 'main' MAN would be set up as a Cooperative. 

10) What is your proposed

stewardship succession

plan?

It is too early to state this. A big part of this process is to evaluate and integrate what

we learn on the journey and ensure that 'intelligence' is shared within the membership.

Any handover would include an overlapping period of co-working.



11) What are your strengths

(e.g, infrastructure, natural

resources, institutional

resources, social capital,

intellectual capital,

capabilities, etc.)?

Our strengths are that we already have a large network of engaged individuals and

organisations with shared values and goals as well as a vast array of experience and

skills to draw on. The timebank is itself a mechanism to build networks (and has) and is

strategically well placed in the city to build a MAN. This with our partnership with Hull

Coin a unique and innovative initiative which has massive potential beyond Hull.

Linking the two together and working out an interface within a MAN means we will be a

highly valuable pilot site to test it. We already integrate research and evaluation into

our work and are keen to support this within the main MAN utilising our university links

here.

12) In what areas do you need

assistance (e.g,

infrastructure, natural

resources, institutional

resources, social capital,

intellectual capital,

capabilities, etc.)?

We need support around developing the MAN structure within the UK eg mirroring the

work you are doing in USA around Coop Law and the MAN.

13) If there anything else that

you would like to tell us about

your site that these questions

have not covered, please

comment below.

That we need it here in Hull now!


